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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the design space of bio-responsive entertainment, in this case using a film that responds to the brain and blink data of users. A film was created with four parallel channels of footage, where blinking and levels of attention and meditation, as recorded by a commercially available EEG device, affected which footage participants saw. As a performance-led piece of research in the wild, this experience, named #Scanners, was presented at a week long national exhibition in the UK. We examined the experiences of 35 viewers, and found that these forms of partially-involuntary control created engaging and enjoyable, but sometimes distracting, experiences. We translate our findings into a two-dimensional design space between the extent of voluntary control that a physiological measure can provide against the level of conscious awareness that the user has of that control. This highlights that novel design opportunities exist when deviating from these two-dimensions - when giving up conscious control and when abstracting the affect of control. Reflection on how viewers negotiated this space during an experience reveals novel design tactics.
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INTRODUCTION
Building on research into Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) [39], commercial products have been emerging into the mainstream as a new form of control; moving from research into affordable commercial products for the home1. BCI is increasingly being adopted by the entertainment industry [5] both as a tool to understand people’s emotional experience [13] and now as a way of controlling emotionally engaging experiences [8, 9].

While entertainment may benefit from BCI, it could also contribute to its development, offering ways of engaging mainstream audiences with the technology and contributing to our understanding of what can and cannot be controlled and how to design for the benefits and limitations of the new technologies. Against this broad backdrop, we report an exploration of using BCI to create an interactive entertainment experience. Following an exploratory ‘Performance-led Research in the Wild’ methodology [2], we worked with an artist to design and deliver a public experience that was then studied in-situ, qualitatively, in order to reveal wider issues and principles.

In this case the artist created an interactive film which is controlled by levels of Attention and Meditation (provided by a commercial Neurosky EEG1), and partially controlled by blinking. The Neurosky device suited this form of artistic installation due to it being minimally intrusive, quick and "dry" to set-up as well as being wireless. In the following sections, we document the artist’s rationale behind the work and then report on how 35 people experienced the film when exhibited at a public arts venue. Our study reveals the different ways in which viewers experienced control through BCI, the various tactics they established, and how they experienced tensions between voluntary and involuntary control of the film, versus being aware of their own attempts to control it. We translate these findings into a two-dimensional design space, exploring partial control, that is - not fully understanding control and not thinking about control.

RELATED WORK
Two main areas of related work are pertinent to this project: 1) the interplay of BCI and film-based entertainment, and 2) work on understanding the locus of control within systems.

BCI and Film
Research into Brain Computer Interaction (BCI) typically focuses on one of three main threads: Active, Reactive, and Passive [46]. Active BCI research focuses on systems that try to directly interpret brain data into the active control of an interface. Yuksel et al, for example, interpreted EEG data to allow users to select objects on an interactive tabletop [44]. Reactive BCI focuses on systems that respond indirectly to user control, depending on the situation or external stimuli. Grierson, for example, created a musical instrument, where choice of musical note depended on the selective attention

1http://store.neurosky.com/products/mindwave-mobile
of the user [10]. Similarly, Yuksel et al presents a musical instrument that adapts implicitly to users’ changing cognitive state during musical improvisation [43]. Zander et al further propose Passive BCI, in which a system autonomously monitors user’s brain activity to take independent action, in this case creating a system that identified when users noticed a typing error [46].

As BCI is typically focused on a form of control, most application of BCI in entertainment has focused on interactive experiences like gaming [12]. Yoh et al, for example, created a EEG controller for a storyline-based Hanzel and Grettel game [42]. In a different form of interactive entertainment, Grierson, mentioned above, investigated BCI for control during the creation of music [10]. Very little work has focused on BCI in the context of typically passive entertainment experiences like film [4]. Hasson et al for example, used BCI to evaluate people’s reactions to scenes [15], as a passive BCI evaluation of movies. Likewise, Im et al interpreted EEG data to analyse emotional response to film scenes [19]. Marchesi proposed a system that used EEG signals to create an selecting scene while editing a movie - a form of reactive control [25]. In the realm of active control, the BBC recently investigated BCI for control of their digital TV player [40], but their focus is on selecting shows to watch, rather than on experiencing the shows themselves. In this work, we explore a notion of using BCI to create control over a film, where film is typically static in concept and passively watched. The most closely related work to our own, was formative work by Hillard et al, who used neurofeedback to adapt a film experience within focus and attention training for people with ADHD [16].

Traditional control in HCI

It is a central tenet of usability that the locus of control shall remain with the user, to the extent that this is one of Shneiderman’s eight golden rules [36]. Direct Manipulation, as a core principle that underpinned the design of graphical user interfaces of HCI, emphasises that, wherever possible, a user should be able to use an interaction that directly maps to what they are trying to achieve [37]. Using a mouse to move an object, for example, provides more direct manipulation over the object than entering desired x and y locations into text boxes. The consideration of Reactive and Active BCI above, however, highlights that HCI is also often concerned with monitoring or modelling the behaviour of users such that they do not have to exert direct control over something. Even in 1992, researchers like Rubine were considering mixing direct manipulation with reactive indirect gesture control [35].

One interesting thread of recent work has focused on forms of partial control that lie somewhere between direct and indirect. Nagashima, for example, investigated the use of biosensing techniques within media arts [30], whilst many others have used bio-feedback to control gaming, such as using heart rate in fitness games [27, 38], relaxation within a shooting game [31], and breathing rate to control the speed of amusement rides [26]. Marshall et al’s breathing-controlled bucking bronco [26] directly utilised this limited amount of control; riders had to try to overcome their autonomically-controlled increasing breathing rate associated with the thrilling experience. Their paper further discusses the importance of surrendering control, a topic that also discussed in other areas, such as autopiloted vehicles [22] and home automation for those observing the Jewish Sabbath [41].

Höök called this interplay between physiological response and psychological control an affect loop [17], in which a user is affected by a system, which is affected by the user, and so on. In this paper, we explore the notion of partial control and affect loops by creating and studying a film that responds to three forms of control: attention, meditation and blinking.

THE #SCANNERS FILM

We worked with an artist to create #Scanners, an interactive film that attempts to deliver a unique immersive viewing experience by having the composition and rhythms of the film match up to the viewers internal rhythms of thought and/or emotion. The artist’s inspiration for the experience came from the work of S. Nishimoto et.al and Walter Murch. S. Nishimoto demonstrated the possibility of reconstructing visual experiences from brain activity evoked by natural films using an fMRI machine and advanced machine learning algorithms [32]. Walter Murch postulated that blinking is an automatic response that can reveal rhythms of thought and likens blinking to cuts in film [29]: “If it is true that our rates and rhythms of blinking refer directly to the rhythm and sequence of our inner emotions and thoughts, then those rates and rhythms are insights to our inner selves and therefore as characteristic of each of us as our signatures.”. In addition to stating the role of blinking in expressing our inner emotions and thoughts, Murch also likens film to dream; thoughts to a shot; and a blink to a cut - a set of relationships we were interested in exploring with #Scanners. More recent research, published since #Scanners began, has directly linked blinking to ‘changing scenes’ within dreams [1], which is a concept that closely mirrors the experience that the artist envisaged.

Inspired by these ideas, our artist shot and edited an unusual film structure that consciously played with the notions of dreams and reality. The overall film ran for 16 minutes, progressing through 18 scenes. However, each scene was filmed as four distinct layers, two showing different views of the central protagonist’s external Reality and the other two showing different views of their internal dream-world. The structure of 18 scenes in 4 layers is shown in Figure 1.

BCI control was then used to move the viewer back and forth between Reality and Dream as the film progressed and also to control the mix of the two layers within each of these. This utilised 3 predefined outputs from the Neurosky EEG device: 1) Blinking\(^2\), 2) Attention and 3) Meditation. Beyond pre-product research [24], the suitability and accuracy of these outputs for HCI have been discussed by others [11, 23], however our research is not focused on these concerns, but on how adaptive multimedia might be controlled by commercially available tools, with the Neurosky being most suitable for the #Scanners experience.

These controls were mapped onto the film’s structure as shown in Figure 2. Blinking triggers transitions between the Reality

\(^2\)Whilst not a BCI measure, blinking can be detected by the device.
Figure 1: The #Scanners film shot as four layers synchronized through 18 scenes, with scene cuts aligned between layers

Figure 2: A #Scanners concept diagram, showing how a user moves between and within Dream and Reality layers.

and Dream layers. Each time the viewer blinks they move from Reality to Dream or vice versa. When the viewer is watching Reality, their level of measured Attention controls the mix of the two sub-layers. Paying high Attention mixes in more of what is termed the Reality-Active footage layer (Active because the viewer is presumed to be actively attending) whereas low Attention mixes in more of a second layer, the Reality-Passive footage. When the viewer is experiencing the Dream footage, it is the measure of Meditation that controls the mix if the two layers which are corresponding called Dream-Active footage and Dream-Passive footage. Thus, in line with the inspirational sources for the film, Meditation is associated with the control of Dreams, and Concentration with the control of Reality, while Blinking triggers major transitions between them.

Technically, the film is designed such that 2 of the 4 layers are always playing at any one time. The clips are presented such that one clip is always present (opacity = 100%) whereas the second clip varies on e.g. how high their Attention is (0% < opacity < 100%). However, the storyline and number and timings of scenes remain the same regardless of which layers are shown. Thus, each viewer experiences their own unique version of a common story according to their BCI control.

Thematically, the film tackles the topic of bullying, being based on repressed memories of the artist, such that the system could mirror the internal process of recalling childhood memories, repressed memories and dream memories. Memories are not an actual record of what happened, they do not stay the same, and are malleable. Likewise the film is designed to be changed by viewing it, both consciously and unconsciously. Each layer of the film is told from a different point of consciousness, be it from a dream state, impartial matter of fact, day dreaming or high anxiety.

The script was then written over the course of 6 months before being shot at the artist’s home town of Stoneyburn, West Lothian, Scotland. The film production consisted of a 10-day shoot with 6 crew members and around 30 actors. The artist and actors explored the themes of bullying and racism in discussions and by work-shopping scenes. In order to create the different layers, several scenes were shot with multiple cameras, whilst others were filmed asynchronously. Each layer had its own set of rules; for example, Dream Passive was shot using a tilt-shift lens in slow motion with a heightened colour palette. In contrast Reality Active was shot with a wide angle at normal speed in realistic colours. Likewise, layers within scenes were thematically separated, antagonism would be set to Reality Active, fantasy to Dream Active.

Preparing and editing the film for the system was very different to the usual editing process. When normally editing a film, an ordered sequence of clips is created that move from the start to the end of the film. Here, however, the artist created four synchronised sequences. Usually the relationship of temporally adjacent clips creates the meaning and flow of the film. However in this case, these attributes of the film are under control of the viewer so the practice of editing was to maximise the possibilities and create parallel potential meanings. This created a major editing challenge where the story had to read linearly both within and across the layers.
STUDYING #SCANNERS

Having made the film, we set about studying it using ‘Performance-Led Research in the Wild’ as described by Benford et al [2]. As opposed to a scientific experimental methodology, this involves presenting the novel technological experience in an open public space with the aim of gaining rich insights into how people interacted with it. Consequently, we worked with the artist to stage the film at a high-profile public arts venue, and conducted a naturalistic study of public participants who acquired tickets and came along to try it out.

Method and Approach

The film was presented at one of the UK’s leading organisations for the development, support and exhibition of video, film and new and emerging media: the Foundation for Art and Creative Technology (FACT) in Liverpool. FACT attracts more than 3000 attendees and showcases more than 350 new media art from across the world, each year. The installation ran from the 14-19th of July 2015 between 10:30 and 17:30 each day. #Scanners was presented in an intimate 6 person capacity cinema, within a caravan (shown in Figure 3) to emulate a rich cinematic experience. The space had no windows, low lighting, plush seating, an eight foot projected image, and stereo speakers.

Participants were recruited in-situ, with advertising placed outside the caravan and through word of mouth, with a number of viewers viewing the experience on the recommendation of a friend. The experience was also advertised on the FACT website. In total, around 75 people had the opportunity to experience #Scanners as the main viewer, sometimes with up to 5 additional spectators. All viewers were told that data, and their unique version of #Scanners, would be recorded for later analysis and were given a chance to opt-out. 35 of these agreed to participate in our study and provided informed consent. Active viewers were fitted with the headset which took on average about 2-3 minutes to set up. Their film experience lasted approximately 16 minutes. Each participant’s unique version of the film and brain data was recorded. The session concluded with a semi-structured debriefing interview, focused on people’s experiences and feelings whilst using #Scanners, which typically lasted around 10 minutes. Unfortunately, log data for 13 of these participants was incomplete. As such our study focuses on the 24 who had agreed to be interviewed and for whom we have complete logs of BCI data.

Overall Response to #Scanners

We begin by looking at the participants perceived experience on a macro level, identifying that overall, participants were generally positive about #Scanners: “Yeah it was quite crazy,” - P35, “I felt like I could slow it down, speed it up and I could move on.” - P33, whilst P29 went so far as to say - “It’d be great to watch on drugs.”

The experience did feature some challenging subject matter, specifically around the subject of bullying - “[I didn’t enjoy] the section where the child is bullied because I got bullied in school when I was a kid and I remember thinking... I didn’t actually want to watch that.” - P33. P15 noted that the film “induced or sort of sense of unease.” Considering the switch between reality and dream footage, P1 said “I found it, I don’t know if scary is the word, but perhaps a little unnerving in places because usually when you see a film you see outside the character but because you could move to see from inside the characters perspective it was a bit like: oh, I don’t want to pick that brick up.”

Figure 4 shows the collective experience of our 24 participants. The bars above zero (X-axis), indicate the number of viewers in the reality state at a given moment, whilst the bars below indicate the number of viewers in the dream state. The graph bars denote the number of viewers in each group at 15 second intervals. The line plots indicate the scaled average intensity of attention (blue) and meditation (green) across all participants. The vertical red lines indicate the timing of synchronised scene changes in the footage. The graph confirms that the control mechanism was reasonably balanced, showing that people did flip between dream and reality and that levels of attention and meditation varied in apparently sensible ways. It gives a first impression that the control mechanism was reasonably well behaved as we might have hoped.

While clearly not a controlled experiment, we have calculated some statistics to help characterise the overall nature of the experience in terms of how much people were deemed to be blinking, attending and meditating and how this shaped the overall viewing patterns of the film. Attention and Meditation values were provided directly from the EEG headset and range from 0 (low) to 100 (high). The average attention level was 53.23 (stdev 5.38), while the average meditation level was 57.75 (stdev 5.09), with a correlation (r=0.07) confirming the independence of the two measures. We examined whether Attention and Meditation levels varied between scenes, using a repeated-measures ANOVA. Only Attention varied significantly (F(17,6)=4.125, p<0.0001), indicating that people’s Attention did vary from scene to scene, but their Meditation, or calmness, did not. Pairwise comparisons highlighted that Scenes 3 and 4 drew the highest levels of Attention, during which the primary character in the film experiences an intense and anxious nightmare. Conversely, scenes 17 and 18 drew the lowest levels of attention, which could be explained by decline in interest as time progresses. The focus of scenes 17 and 18, however, is on the main character resolving some of their problems towards a positive ending, involving a calm cycle ride through their neighbourhood. This may have simply commanded less attention than an intense nightmare, or perhaps viewers consciously withdrew attention from a less interesting scene.

There was a large variation in how participants blinked whilst experiencing #Scanners. The normal blinking rate amongst adults is estimated at 10 blinks per minute [7], however, VDU use and watching TV is associated with lower rates of about 5 blinks per minute [33, 20], which Ishimaru et al used to detect when participants were watching TV. In line with such findings, the average number of blinks was 77.6 (stdev 35.5) during the 15:46 minute film, which is about of 5 blinks per minute. The recorded average interval between blinks was 14.6 seconds (stdev 6.5s). Beyond this lower average rate associated with watching TV, however, some participants clearly managed
their blinking carefully. P2, for example, said “I definitely had control over the way it was edited as I’d seen that version before I kind of knew I could change the footage that I hadn’t seen and see the other version.”. P2 blinked only 28 times, or approximately two times per minute, including a break from blinking for more than two minutes between scenes for 7-11, as shown in Figure 5a (Note - a blink is indicated by the graph line crossing the X-Axis). Others, however, blinked many times throughout the film, as shown by P16 in Figure 5b who blinked 158 times, or 10 times per minute. P2, who had just watched their friend using #Scanners, said “I think because I watched it before, there was some scenes I didn’t want to see or I wanted to see the other side of the scene. So that I found really interesting, so I wasn’t passive it was nice to have control over it.” - confirming how they deliberately refrained from blinking as a control tactic

We grouped participants into high and low blinkers. The top third of blinkers were classified as high blinkers, whereas the bottom third were classed as low blinkers. We did this in order to investigate whether there were significant differences between the two. We saw no difference in overall Attention/Meditation levels, but we did see, on a scene-by-scene
because I had the control of the concentrating”. While some had control over their attention levels, it wasn’t always easy for others to so: “my meditation, I tried to play with that but I wasn’t sure if I was having much effect” - P6. Participants seemed happy, however, with this limited control: “I was happy with the amount of control, because I didn’t know the parameters of how to affect it and trying to manually affect how your brain is reacting is really difficult” - P1.

Exerting Control

For those that exerted a level of control, some found that this increased their engagement with the film: “more immersive definitely, I’m used to going along with a storyline and having no control over what’s happening and feeling not-connected to the film whereas, that I felt more involved with it, more connected to the film, and to the characters as well”. Others, like P2 above, used this control to manage their exposure to difficult material; P18 said “The audio became really, really annoying and very abrasive. I was using the opportunity to just switch to a less abrasive... I mean, both were still abrasive but I was switching to the less abrasive at that point and checking in, every so often”. Using control wasn’t always easy due to its semi-autonomic nature: “yeah I tried to play with [blinking] but sometimes I blinked involuntary, so sometimes where I didn’t want it to change it would change” - P6. Similarly P22 said “I think sometimes like I was stopping myself from blinking and then my eyes will get dry.”

Conversely, thinking about control meant that some participants found it hard to fully enjoy the film: “A lot of the time I found it difficult to remove myself from the thought of the fact that I was changing it and I was controlling it, and I kept thinking like is my mind doing that pace like what’s going on in the film?” - P23. Similarly, P31 said “sometimes you notice that you have the agency, and that flipped you out of flow. But sometimes you’ve really added to the dramatic effect.” P28 worried that even more control might reduced the enjoyment of the experience “I think any more control maybe I think that, maybe more control would have taken away from the immersive elements of the film.”

Based upon interview discussions, we categorised users as to whether they actively tried to Control (N=11) the system or not (N=13). As with High and Low blinkers, we did not see significant differences in Attention and Meditation across the whole film. Looking scene by scene (Figure 7) however, we do see that Controllers had almost consistently higher levels of Meditation. This is different to what we saw for High/Low Blinkers (Figure 6), where we saw the same effect but for Attention. This might imply that, instead of high Attention being associated with low-blinking, low-blinking was more of an autonomic response associated with high Attention. Conversely, those that tried to control their interaction managed to actively control their responses, including Meditation levels. The lack of difference in Attention between those that tried to control the system, and those that didn’t, supports the qualitative interview data suggesting that both groups had mixed success at affecting their own attention.

Discovering Control

Having presented some general observations across the whole group of viewers we now turn to looking at the finer details of control as described by the viewers in the subsequent interviews. Many who experienced #Scanners began without knowing how it could be controlled, and the amount that they discovered whilst watching the film varied; some quickly came to understand aspects of the control, even if they did not interpret its effect correctly. Aside from knowing they were wearing a brain scanner, however, a few participants remained unaware that they could have some control over #Scanners: “I didn’t realize there was anything to control” - P19 and “I thought it was just how it was” - P16. Some, during the experience, realised that they had some control: “It did feel like something else was controlling. There was something more kind of [transient] in the edits, you know. It didn’t flow in the same way that it would do if you were watching something else...” - P15. P28 discovered, during the experience, that blinking was having an effect: “I noticed that when I blinked, it changed between blue and red, and green and white. And I liked the blue and red so I tried to keep on that as long as I can.”

People didn’t necessarily understand how they were controlling it, nor what impact their control was having. P6 said: “[I tried to] alter my breathing” and “I tried messing about with my hands in front of my eyes”. P7 believed they were altering the storyline, saying “there were little bits where I could control wither people were being aggressive or not.” Similarly P10 said “I did [think I could control characters] near the beginning, especially when I thought: pick that brick up and hit them.”. P33 thought perhaps they were controlling the temporal flow of the film, saying “I thought, if I really, really focus on what’s going on, it will travel quickly and I will get through this section that I don’t really like, if that makes sense and it seemed to do that.”

Some participants knew at the start how the system worked, because they had watched a friend experience, or had spoken to a previous participant. P5 said “I enjoyed concentrating
What lessons might filmmakers and other “designers” of interactive entertainment draw from our findings? The following section attempts to answer these questions by setting out a structured design space for BCI control to systematically relate various findings to one another.

**Summary of Findings**

Our findings reveals the diverse ways in which viewers experienced #Scanners. No single experience of the film was the same and viewers engaged with the possibilities of BCI control in many different ways. Some actively employed control, adopting deliberate tactics such as not blinking, whilst others did not or were not aware that they could exert control. Some subsequently relinquished control as they became immersed in the film or as their autonomic responses reasserted themselves. Some learned about control for themselves, by experimenting or watching others, while others were told about it. Taken together, these findings present a complex, even bewildering picture. How are we to understand what is happening here? What lessons might filmmakers and other “designers” of interactive entertainment draw from our findings? The following section attempts to answer these questions by setting out a structured design space for BCI control to systematically relate various findings to one another.

**Releasing Control**

Understanding and using control did not mean, however, that users retained control over the film throughout. Some enjoyed giving up the control, with P31 saying “So you try not to blink. So that was, I think it did add to it, yeah feels good. I mean I could have let it go as well a little bit, but that was nice. Sometimes I just let go. It’s good.”. Some participants even forgot about their control for periods of time, with P1 saying “I completely forgot. I was concentrating on the film then a couple of minutes the pressure point there started aching and yeah I’m wearing a headset.”.

In reflection, some said that it would have been better not to know exactly how to control the film. P13 said “I wish you hadn’t told me before, its not as authentic if you know before” and P14 said “I would have liked to have done it, not knowing anything”. When asked if P10 (who did not figure out how to control the system) would have liked to have known in advance, they said “No [because] then I’d be blinking like anything, and its our observation that changes what happens anyway. I’d have liked to be told that I would be told [how it worked] afterwards. Maybe I would have thrown myself into it more.”

**DISCUSSION**

We now reflect on both the design and viewer experience of #Scanners in order to draw out more general lessons for HCI about the use of BCIs in interactive entertainment. Our discussion takes the form of a gradually building conceptual framework to explain the subtleties of control when using BCI as this - in various guises - emerged as the central issue from our experience. The aim of establishing a conceptual framework is to 1) Define concepts to explain our findings; 2) Ground them in HCI related literature; 3) Reveal unusual strategies and tactics for designing future entertainment.

Our framework involves the definition and comparison of two key dimensions of control - the extent to which control when using BCI can be considered to be voluntary and the extent to which the user is aware or trying to control the system.

**Extent of voluntary control**

A key motivation for some BCI research, is that people are not fully or directly in control of their interactions, but that systems respond reactively to their behaviour [45], such as with the control of artificial limbs [28]. To be more precise, we would argue that their control of the system is not entirely voluntary. Thus, while we have seen examples that viewers can learn to voluntarily control their blinking in order to try and prolong or break away from scenes in the film, we have also seen how blinking is also an semi-autonomic bodily response to drying eyes, dust and other factors. In short, one cannot refrain from blinking forever. Our findings suggest that our interpretations of attention and meditation were perhaps subject to even more tenuous voluntary control. While viewers often wanted to control them - and some claimed that they could - control was exerted through indirect means such as trying to slow breathing in order to calm down and be more meditative. Whilst users were more able to influence their Attention levels, and we saw a significant difference in Attention levels between different scenes, Meditation levels did not vary significantly throughout the film.

![Figure 8: Extent of Voluntary Control as a dimension](image-url)

Given these observations, it is useful to think of there being a dimension of **Extent of Voluntary Control**. At one end we find forms of control that are largely voluntary, such as choosing to move a mouse or press a key on a keyboard. At the other might be forms of control that are largely involuntary such as sensing the actions of the body’s autonomic systems that continue to operate (e.g., the presence of any detectable brain activity at all). Our interpretations of BCI in terms of blinking, attention and meditation are notable for occupying a middle ground along the spectrum where control is partially...
voluntary. Similar to Marshall et al.’s breath-controlled bucking bronco [26], the user can choose to blink at certain points, but cannot avoid blinking at others. The user can try to relax, but may be affected by surprise or fear during the film. The user can choose to be more attentive, but may struggle to maintain attention during less action-oriented scenes. The user’s position on this spectrum can vary during an experience. Our findings revealed both deliberate and accidental triggers that might cause movement along this spectrum (see Figure 9).

![Figure 9: Triggers affecting voluntary control](image)

**Extent of Self-Awareness**

Our second dimension, shown in Figure 10, concerns the extent to which one is self-aware of one’s level of control over one’s body, including thinking about controlling the system. **Extent of Self-Awareness** can vary between being fully conscious of what one is doing, such as when manipulating a mouse or keyboard, to when our attention is focused elsewhere, such when we are deeply immersed in a state of flow when watching a film [6]; like riding a bike without thinking about how to ride it. Our findings reveal that our particular treatments of BCI in terms of blinking, attention and meditation span various points along this dimension. Users can be consciously aware of trying to control their blinking or unaware of their everyday blinking behaviour. They can be deliberately trying to play close attention, whilst some became immersed in the film and forgot about trying to influence it. Moreover, we have seen how this level of consciousness may vary dynamically throughout an experience as a result of various internal and external triggers that are shown in Figure 11. We noted, for example, how changes in content such as a scene transition in a film might potentially move the user in either direction, re-engaging their attention with the film or causing them to reflect on whether the transition was caused by their blinking.

![Figure 10: Extent of Self-Awareness of control as a dimension](image)

**A Design Space for Entertaining BCIs**

Combining these two dimensions reveals an important design space for the control of BCIs (and possibly other modalities too). Our experience revealed something of a tension in the use of BCIs where users move back and forth between voluntary and involuntary and between conscious and unconscious with different effects. Beyond helping explain our findings, we might also put this taxonomy to use as a design space for BCIs, especially for entertainment. The green diagonal line in Figure 12 represents the traditional locus of control in HCI [36]. This moves between internal locus of control (e.g., direct manipulation) and external locus of control (e.g., autonomous, context-aware and ubicomp sensing systems).

![Figure 11: Triggers affecting Self-Awareness of control](image)

![Figure 12: A design space for entertaining BCIs](image)

We suggest that this space away from the central line offers a creative sweet-spot where designers can set up creative tensions and/or trigger users to move between different states: between immersion and self-reflection, and between being in control and surrendering it [26, 3]. This is a liminal space - a space of in-betweenness and ambiguity - that can be particularly productive in creative fields and may encourage people to create their own interpretations or ‘stories’ of control as we saw in our study.
Our results already suggest some general strategies that involve thinking off the line: **Fully-conscious and involuntary** - where we explore physiological measures that people have even less understanding or voluntary control over, such as skin temperature, and **Voluntary but unconscious** - which encourage people into states, perhaps like experiencing flow [6], where people could use voluntary control, but do not need to consciously think about doing it.

**Journeys through Control**

We return to the idea that this is a dynamic picture - that participants can make various transitions around this space. In an attempt to characterise the many paths taken by those who experienced #Scanners, we developed the state diagram seen in Figure 13. The diagram provides a visualisation of the potential state and transfer of state a viewer may experience during #Scanners. Reflecting on the interview data led us to propose the following states.

![State diagram](image)

Figure 13: Major states participants travelled through whilst experiencing #Scanners

State (1) indicates one of two entry points into the experience. In (1a), viewers have zero prior knowledge of the system’s operation. There may be some awareness of the possibility of some control, since they are wearing the headset, but there is no explicit knowledge. Conversely, (1b) represents the state of knowing. Viewers in (1b) will posses varying degrees of knowledge of the system’s operation but have yet to exert any elements of control.

State (2) represents the state of pre-discovery. For viewers transitioning from (1a), this will be the beginning of their discovery, they will begin to notice certain associations between their physiology and manipulation of the experience. Transition from (1b), will begin the process of confirming existing knowledge. Discovery is then witnessed in (3). This is the “ah-ha” moment where viewers figure out some/all elements of control associated with the film. Within this state, participants were typically thinking more about how they were controlling, than they understand how it worked; people tried different ways to relax and tried focusing on different things, like controlling the storyline or the actors.

Post discovery occurs in (4). (4a) represents the viewer that never discovers more of the control (partial knowledge). They remain aware that something is effecting the experience but do not discover more. In (4b), some participants enter a stage of understanding with the system control, and begin to use it to control the system. Similarly, those that understand elements of control (e.g. blinking effects the cutting of scenes in some way), may simply slowly relinquish explicit control and fall back into immersion, where their knowledge of control has increased, but they no longer think about doing it (4c).

From detailed analysis of each viewer’s interview and video data we were able to identify 13 unique paths through the experience. Table 1 allows us identify some of the interesting characteristics associated with the experience. J1 and J2, for example, shows individuals that never moved beyond the initial state (1). For (1a) this experience would be analogous with watching a standard film (e.g. P16). Perhaps more interesting is P21 who remained in (1b) i.e. they have prior knowledge of some of the systems control, but chose not to explore what exactly they could do with it.

J3 and J4 was the most common journey taken by viewers who did not have prior knowledge of the system’s control. The journey indicates that they discovered, based on the system’s responses, behaviours that might create a change. Those that never quite work it out, then return to (4a), whilst those that do typically moved to (4b), where they begin to use control. Some, however, went as far as (4c), where in J7 they then forget about control and enter a state of immersion, where they know what is controlling the system but stop thinking it.

For those that knew in advance how the system worked (J10-J13), the path was similar, but typically involved less time in the exploration state, and more time in the 4th states. Realising that some participants knew the operation of the system, however, we can begin to consider two types of transitions: **Intra-experience transitions** that happen during a given experience (i.e. screening of the film) and **Inter-experience transitions** that happen in between experiences, for example as a result of receiving an explanation of how the experience works or perhaps as a result of being a spectator to someone else’s experience. In inter-experience contexts, viewers will likely trace a path around our design space as they engage in possibly repeat experiences. In this regards, P33 said “I want to have another go to see what I can do, because I think I was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>16, 19, 29</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3</td>
<td>1a → 2 → 4a</td>
<td>10, 11, 15, 26</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J4</td>
<td>1a → 2 → 4b</td>
<td>33, 35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J5</td>
<td>1a → 2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J6</td>
<td>1a → 2 → 3 → 4b</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J7</td>
<td>1a → 2 → 3 → 4b → 4c</td>
<td>1, 28, 30, 31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J8</td>
<td>1a → 2 → 3 → 4c</td>
<td>3, 8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J9</td>
<td>1a → 3 → 4b</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J10</td>
<td>1b → 3 → 4b</td>
<td>2, 5, 6, 13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J11</td>
<td>1b → 2 → 3 → 4b</td>
<td>23,25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J12</td>
<td>1b → 2 → 3 → 4c</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J13</td>
<td>1b → 2 → 3 → 4b → 4c</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We now consider the utility of our framework - how might it be useful. The first possibility is as a “sensitising concept” to assist in the design or analysis stages of future studies. We might for example, design future studies to explore in greater detail the relationships between voluntary and involuntary control or between conscious and unconscious control, or to explore some of the specific transitions that we have identified in greater depth. Our concepts might also prove useful for analysis data captured from other BCI controlled entertainment experiences. This latter point raises two questions about the generality of our framework:

- To what extent might it apply to other kinds of control that have similar characteristics to BCI?
  With much other work looking at interactions via other physiological data, our framework might equally apply to other forms of broadly physiological control such as breathing and heart rate, but might also be expanded by them.

- To what extent might it apply to applications other than entertainment and non-entertainment?
  Our framework might apply to interactive entertainment like gaming and music creation, but might also apply simply to the control of non-entertainment control concerns such as controlling prosthetics or to help “locked out” users control computers.

The second possibility is as a framework for generating new design ideas. Here we follow Höök and Lowgren’s notion of strong concept [18], a form of “intermediate design knowledge” that embodies a core design idea: bridges between specific instances and generalized theory; concerns interactivity; and can help generate new designs. With this in mind, we suggest three ways in which our framework might enable the design of future experiences.

First is the design of interactive content - can the structure of interactive media respond to these transitions. In this paper, we have documented how one film-maker scripted, shot and edited a film. Even this single example reveals various creative strategies, but different types of films might be suitable to different types of physiological control. Suspense thrillers, for example, might monitor users for a difference between being bored and enthralled in order to shorten or extend the scene, where stress is detected from EEG and blink rates [14]. Similarly, designers may ask how to respond to a user that voluntarily closes their eyes for sustained periods of time. During horror films, this could be used as an active controller to skip scenes, or passively to make the film sound scarier.

Second is the repeat screening or staging of experiences. Our recognition of inter-experience transitions suggests that more attention needs to be paid to the screening of experiences. Of particular importance here is developing strategies for moving people between different modes of engagement as they re-encounter the experience anew. Should their first experience be a “naive” one before they then find out how it learns? Should they move between spectating and driving as argued by Reeve al’s in their proposals for designing spectator interfaces [34]? What might be the best orders for combining all of these? The notion of varying repeat experiences in this is unusual in film where film-makers are not usually directly concerned whether we enjoy it differently on subsequent viewings. It is perhaps more common to consider the longevity of enjoying games, but even then the focus is more on progressing through levels than on systematically varying the experience each time.

Third is to explore collective experiences. In its current implementation #Scanners is controlled by an individual user, but films are often watched in groups, whether at the cinema or at home. Within our installation, even, the #Scanners experience can be - and was - witnessed by many viewers concurrently. There is a large opportunity, therefore, to investigate how multimedia might respond to the biological responses of a collective audience. Experiences might monitor the average response across an audience, where Kirke et al, for example, have recently explored the use of audience arousal to vary a film experience with multiple possible endings [21]. Conversely, different people could control different aspects of the experience, where Leslie and Mullen, for example, provided separate control over music streams to each participant [23].

CONCLUSIONS

By creating an interactive film, where the scenes seen by viewers varied depending on their levels of meditation and attention, we have explored a novel design area for including BCI in multimedia experiences. The experience was explored with members of general public as an installation at a week-long national arts exhibition. Most notable, amongst our findings, was that while the BCI based adaptation made the experience more immersive for many viewers, thinking about control often brought them out of the experience. This led us to propose a two-dimensional taxonomy of control, considering both the understanding of the control, and how much users think about control. A traditional belief in HCI is that Direct Manipulation (being able to control exactly what you want to control) sits at the top of both these dimensions. We examined, however, how users deviate from line, and enjoyed the experience more by either not knowing exactly how it worked, or by giving up control and becoming re-immersed in the experience. We conclude that these deviations from the line between knowledge and conscious control over interaction are most interesting design opportunities to explore within future BCI adaptive multimedia experiences.
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